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letters of King Sysennius (in Ethiopic) to Pope Paul V,
the General of the Jesuit Order, and Philip I I I of Spain,
selections from the descriptions of Ethiopia by Paez and
others, and correspondence dealing with Ethiopian affairs in
French, Latin, Portuguese, and Italian. For the Ethiopic
texts the editor has had the assistance of the eminent
scholar I. G-uidi. The greater number of the specimens
refer to the vicissitudes of the Catholic missions in Abyssinia,
and a series of unsuccessful attempts at restoring them after
the expulsion of the Jesuits. The letter of King Sysennius
to Philip I I I is a request for soldiers to help him to dragoon
his subjects into the true faith. For students of eccle-
siastical history during the three centuries enumerated the
materials collected by Father Beccari will be of great
interest, and his work appears to give evidence of exemplary
patience and industry.
D. S. MARGOLIOUTH.
THE PISACA LANGUAGES OF NORTH - WESTERN INDIA. By
G. A. GRIERSON. Asiatic Society Monographs, Vol. VIII.
(London, 1906.)
Grierson's exceedingly interesting monograph comprises
the languages of Kafiristan, Citral, Dardistan, and the
adjoining countries, viz. : the dialects Basgall, Wai-Ala,
Veron, Pasai, Gawar-Bati, Kaliisa of the Kafir group, the
Kho-war or Citrali, and the dialects Slna, Kasmirl, Garwl,
Maiya, of the Dard group. All these dialects are called by
him 'Pisaca Languages,' for he believes that they are
descendants of the Pisaca Prakrit. After some introductory
remarks the author first describes the phonetic system of
those dialects, p. 14 et seq., then he treats the chief chapters
of the grammar as declension and conjugation, p. 31 et seq.,
and compiles a vocabulary of the most important words,
p. 63 et seq. In a second part of his book, p. 81 et seq., he
goes into the ' phonological details,' treating separately each
sound and its development in the various dialects. Subject
and word indexes conclude the monograph.
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It is hardly necessary to speak about the scientific value
of Dr. Grierson's book. Nobody, I think, would have had
richer and more reliable materials at his disposal than he to
treat the subject, which is equally interesting and difficult,
in a satisfactory manner.. Of course, it will not be possible
to solve all the problems at once. The author comes to the
general result that "these languages . . . . form a third
independent branch of the great Aryan family, and that they
are neither Eranian nor Indian, but something between both."
It is very difficult, and perhaps impossible, to refute this
opinion, but it is not less difficult to prove it convincingly.
As for me, my impression is still the same about the
character of these languages as it formerly was. I believe
even now that they all must be considered as belonging to
the Indian group of languages. They have, of course, their
peculiar and sometimes strange character, but they seem to
have the most important and typical phonological laws in
common with the Indian dialects. It is, however, necessary
to distinguish carefully between the borrowed and the genuine
words. The mixed vocabulary of those languages is a great
difficulty for fixing their linguistic character. I shall give
a few examples. A typical phonological difference between
Indian and Iranian languages is Ind. s = Ir. h. Now we
have, for instance, for the numeral ' seven ' Skt. sapta,
Aw. hapta, in all the dialects of the Kafir, Citral, and Dard
group words beginning with s: Basg. sut, Khowar sot, Sina,
sat. The word for ' nose' is Skt. ndsd, Aw. ndohhd. The
corresponding words in the Pisaca dialects are all derived
from a form with s and not with h (see p. 76). Compare
also Skt. divasa, ' day ' = Veron ves, Wai-Ala was, Pasai
dawds (p. 68), and Skt. mdsa, Aw. mdohha, 'moon, month'
= Basg. mos, Khowar mas (p. 75). The Dard group has
here another word (see also p. 77 ' sister,' p. 78 ' sun').
Another difference is Ind. h = Ir. z. Even here the
Pisaca languages stand on the side of the Indian group.
To the word Skt. hasta, ' hand' = Aw. hasta, correspond
Kalasa hast, Khowar host, Kasm. hath (p. 73). Dust in
Basg., lust in Yeron, and dolt in Wai-Ala are borrowed
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words taken from Pers. dast, Afgh. Ids (see Etym. und Lautl.
d. Afgh., No. 331). The Basg. zare, Wai-Ala zo = Aw.
zeredhaya, 'heart,' seems to be inconsistent with the words
given above. But in the other dialects we have again
words beginning with h, as in Skt. hrdaya (see Gawar-Bati
hera and Pasai hard of the Kafir group and herdi in Citrall,
p. 73). We must therefore assume that zare, zo, are borrowed
from an Eastern Ir. dialect. Compare Sariqoll zdrd, Afgh.
zirde, etc.
I conclude now my few remarks, submitting my doubts to
the judgment of the author. I hope he will kindly take
them into consideration, and I finally thank Dr. Grierson
once more for his valuable work. The doubts which I
expressed regarding one point do by no means alter the high
appreciation of his interesting book.
WILH. GBIGER.
Erlangen, March, 1907.
AN ENGLISH-HINDUSTANI DICTIONARY. By GEORGE S. A.
RANKING, M.D. (Cantab.), M.R.A.S., Lieut.-Col. I.M.S.
8vo. (Calcutta: Thacker, Spink, & Co. London:
W. Thacker & Co., 1905.)
This dictionary has been compiled to meet a want which
Colonel Ranking has carefully defined in the Preface to
his work. Fortunately there is no need to refer to the
exceptional opportunities which the author has enjoyed for
the study of Hindustani, or to his competence to express
an opinion on the matters referred to in the Preface. He
is entitled to speak as an authority on Hindustani in general,
but he has also, during his tenure of the office of Secretary
to the Board of Examiners at Calcutta, and as official
Translator for the Government of India, been in a position
to observe the want of an adequate yet succinct vocabulary,
which would enable, not merely an Englishman, but more
especially a native editor, to give the people in their own
language an idiomatic rendering of the speeches and expressed
opinions of their rulers and of political Readers delivered
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